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Whatsapp uptodown app

The idea of giving your phone permission to allow others to track your location is a little creepy, but there are many scenarios where you might want a friend or family member to know exactly where you are at any given time. Maybe you like to share your location while you're out on the run or during your move so people know when you're going or if you've
made it safely to your destination. Or maybe you're using location sharing to keep track of a group of friends at night. There are quite a few apps that let you share your location, and both iOS and Android have local location sharing features. For these features to work in any app, you'll need to enable location sharing for each individual app in device settings.
On your iOS device, go to Settings, scroll down, and select the app you want to use. Tap Location and select whether you want the app to always be able to access your location only when the app is in use or never used. Screenshot: Emily LongG/O Media can get a commission on an Android device, go to Settings &gt; Locations &gt; App Permission. You'll
see a list of apps that are allowed to use your location at all times or only while they're using them. Tap the app name to change or remove its permissions. Screenshot: David MurphyAs to enable location sharing in popular Android and iOS apps There are many apps that allow you to share your location in different ways. Here are some of our favorites (and
how to create location sharing in each of them). Share your location online on WhatsAppTo share your location with a friend or whatsapp group, open the conversation from the chat list, and tap the plus sign in the lower-left corner. Select Location, and then tap Share direct location. Before confirming, you can decide how long you want to share (15 minutes, 1
hour, or 8 hours) and add a comment if you want. Screenshot of Emily LongTo stop sharing, reopen the group or individual chat, and tap Stop &gt; STOP. Like messaging and calling on WhatsApp, location sharing is protected by end-to-end encryption. You can also turn off location sharing at any time by simply disabling whatsapp location permissions on
your device. Live location share on Facebook MessengerTo share your location using Facebook Messenger, open the conversation, tap the plus icon, and then select the location icon (arrow on the right). You'll see a map— Tap Start sharing online location to share your location with a friend or group for 60 minutes. Screenshot: Emily LongYou can also kill
sharing early touching Sharing anytime. Share your location on Google MapsTo share your location on Google Maps, open the app and tap the blue point that identifies your location. Tap Share your location, and then select how you want to share it and how long. Screenshot: Emily LongGoogle Maps seems to offer the most control over how long you want
to share your location, with the option to choose a 15 minute increment to an hour and then an hour-long increment thereafter. You can be Choose to save your sharing location until you manually turn off it's up to you! Not only do you share your location in one app. You can tap Select a person share option with anyone in your Google or device contacts using
Google Maps or email. You can also choose a different messaging program to send a link to your location (for more options, tap either the app icon or More). Live location sharing GlympseNone from us needs another app, but if you use location sharing primarily when you travel or travel, Glympse allows you to share (or request!) live space along with your
destination and itinerary. To create a Glympse, tap the Glympse icon in the lower center of the main screen, and then tap Request. Enter the following information:Recipient contact information (number or e-mail)Your message (customized or selected from the original settings)Your destinationHow long want to share your location (and what type of transport
you use)Does Glympse stop sharing when you arrive At the Exhibition: Emily LongWhen you send Glympse, the recipient can see your location, your speed and your progress on the route. It's handy if you want a friend or family member to know your exact ETA, and they don't need to install Glympse yourself to get this information. Sharing a location on
Snapchat Snap MapSnapchat is part of an online location sharing feature called Snap Map that shows you where your friends use your Bitmojis (or a blank outline if you or they don't have one). To launch Snap Map, just open Snapchat and swipe down. You'll be prompted to choose who to share your location with: a list of all your friends, any friends who
aren't on the blocked list, or specific friends you choose. You can also switch into Ghost Mode to stay hidden. Your location expires in a few hours. Screenshot of Emily LongSnap doesn't work in the background, so your friends can only see your location if you're actively using the app. In some ways, this is the least invasive option, but if you want someone to
know where you are all the time, it's not the best. How to directly share your location in iOSI If you don't want to use one of the apps listed above, iOS is a built-in location sharing feature. (Use Google Maps on Android devices, which is included with most Android devices.) IOS's easiest way to share your location is to use messages. Open the Messages app,
select a conversation with the recipient, tap his name or icon at the top of the conversation, and tap the Info icon. Choose Send my current location to share a dropped pin, or select Share my place to share an hour, a day, or an indefinite period of time. You can also use the Apple Find Mine app (or Find my friends on older devices) to establish a permanent
connection wherever you are with other people. Link it to someone in the app using the People tab, and you'll both be able to see the other party's location whenever you want. I'd keep this one for your closest family and loved ones, maybe not your roommates roommates the member states. This article was originally published in 2017 by Jacob Kleinman and
updated on May 1, 2020 by Emily Long. Our updates include: revised app updates for accuracy, added glympse and local location sharing for iOS and Android, added new screenshots, and changed the first paragraph. WhatsApp is the most popular instant messaging app in the world. Used by over a billion people, it's easy to understand, completely free,
and offers no restrictions on how you communicate with people. All you need is a compatible smartphone and phone number. In this article you will learn: Why people use WhatsAppWho it considers to be a secure messaging optionHow much it costs How it usually works Great reason to use WhatsApp is because everyone else already uses it, but it is also
important to know that people use it because it is so convenient. WhatsApp use is a lot of different types, but ultimately it works well as an instant messaging app. No matter where you are in the world, you can easily send an equivalent SMS message to a friend or family member without worrying about paying money, for example, if they are in another
country. WhatsApp can accommodate up to 8 people in group chat. Other convenient features are that you don't have to register for an account. Just need a phone number to get started. There are many other reasons why WhatsApp is so popular, but the most obvious thing is that it's easy to use, even if you're not particularly skilled with technology. People
of all ages and abilities can use WhatsApp just like sending TEXT Messages. WhatsApp is a very secure way of messaging. It offers between users encryption between the parties so that your data is protected while it is being sent between you and your contact. Competitors like Zoom do not offer this type of encryption. Sometimes there are problems with
dangerous malware links that are sent to users from unknown sources, but the main thing to avoid is to follow regular Internet security tips and never interact with a link you don't recognize or expect. WhatsApp is part of Facebook, which may raise concerns from some people wary of the social media website, but the service wants to stress that no information
has ever been shared with the social network. It is kept completely separate so that your privacy is preserved. WhatsApp is completely free to use. There are no restrictions on the service so that you can send a message to users as many times as you want, without limitation. There are also currently no ads to contend with, so you don't have to put up with
intrusive messages while conversing with friends and loved ones. The only part of WhatsApp that might not be free is due to your cell phone carrier. There may be charges here because WhatsApp uses your data allowance to exchange messages and calls instead of sms discount. Check out your cell phone carrier contract, see how you can be affected. If
you connect your smartphone to a nearby Wi-Fi network, you to worry about the cost of data allowances. WhatsApp works a lot like iMessage for iOS, but for all smartphone users. It uses your Internet connection so you can connect to anyone whose phone number is also registered on WhatsApp without having to sign in or from a separate account. You
need to download the WhatsApp app to use it (as well as keep it up to date), but it integrates evenly into your phone, and you can easily share links and photos with others through the service. It's also possible to create group chats so you can organize gatherings with friends, or just keep track of what your family is doing, all from one centralized source,
rather than using individual apps. All you need is an active internet connection to your smartphone. Yes. WhatsApp offers free video calls and free voice calls. This is a huge help for many because it means both Android and iOS users can make video calls without having to register accounts with services like Skype. It's also possible to make group video calls
with WhatsApp so that friend and family groups can talk together for free. You cannot make calls or send messages to users other than WhatsApp. They must first install WhatsApp. First.
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